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ABSTRACT

The CFFTP/Spar In-vessel Vehicle System concept for in-vessel remote maintenance of the
NET/ITER machine is described. It comprises a curved deployable boom, a vehicle which can

travel on the boom and an end effector or work unit mounted on the vehicle. The stowed

boom, vehicle, and work unit are inserted via the equatorial access port of the torus.

Following insertion the boom is deployed and locked in place. The vehicle may then travel

along the boom to transport the work unit to any desired location. A novel feature of the

concept is the deployable boom. When fully deployed, it closely resembles a conventional

curved truss structure in configuration and characteristics. However, the joints of the truss

structure are hinged so that it can fold into a compact package, of less than 20% of

deployed volume for storage, transportation and insertion into the torus. A full-scale 2-

metre long section of this boom was produced for demonstration purposes. As part of the

concept definition the work unit for divertor handling was studied to demonstrate that large

payloads could be manipulated within the confines of the torus using the in-vessel vehicle

system. Principal advantages of the IVVS are its high load capacity and rigidity, low weight

and stowed volume, simplicity of control and operation, and its relatively high speed of

transportation.
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l i INTRODUCTION

This report describes the concept definition study of an In-Vessel Vehicle System (IVVS) for

the remote maintenance of the NET fusion machine. The work was performed by Spar

Aerospace Remote Manipulator Systems Division under contract to the Canadian Fusion

Fuels Technology Project, in the period May 1989 to March 1990.

The I VVS concept comprises a curved deployable boom with a vehicle and an end effector.

The transporter segment of the IVVS is referred to as the In-Vessel Vehicle Transporter

(IVVT) comprising the boom and vehicle. The handling segment of the IVVS may comprise

one or more different end effectors usually referred to as a work unit. For the purpose of

this study the main handling function of interest was the removal and replacement of

divertor plates, so the handling segment mainly considered was the divertor handling unit

(DHU). The IVVS is an alternative approach for transportation and handling to the large

manipulator arm {the In-Vessel Handling Unit; IVHU) the transporter segment of which is an

articulated boom (ABT).

The purpose of the study is to complete the concept definition of the CFFTP/Spar IVVS

concept so that its design and characteristics are well understood to enable a decision to

make regarding future development of the IVVS for remote in-vessel maintenance.

This concept is based on work previously reported in CFFTP-P-86038 11], CFFTP-P-88022I2)

and CFFTP-P-8940J3]. As a result of this work it was concluded that the IVVT approach

was feasible and offered some important advantages over the ABT particularly for handling

heavy loads such as divertor plates. It was further concluded in [3] that, of the concepts

considered by CFFTP/Spar, the IVVT based on a deployable truss boom (the X-beam) and

a crawler vehicle was the preferred approach. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1-1 and

was selected for further development subject to a full review and comparison with an IVVT

concept being developed by CEA [4]. .

The CFFTP/Spar concept has been developed and optimised in accordance with the NET

requirements document 151.

This report includes a discussion of the requirements, a description of the design and its

characteristics; a discussion of the design in relation to other concepts and evolving

requirements and finally some conclusion and recommendations for future work. A list of

references and a list of abbreviations are appended for convenience.
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2. REQUIREMENTS

The concept was developed in accordance with the NET requirements document [5], The

main requirements are summarised and discussed below with particular reference to

requirements which impose significant difficulties or constraints on the design or where some

interpretations or assumptions have been made for requirements not fully defined or defined

in more than one way.

2.1 INTERIOR CONFIGURATION OF THE NET MACHINE

The key dimensions of the interior of the NET machine are shown in Figure 2-1. It should

be noted that this is based on the more restrictive of two envelopes defined in the

requirements document [51, i.e. corresponding to Figure 4 of [5] which illustrates the

machine in the "Technology Phase" as opposed to the "Physics Phase" shown in Figure 3.

Furthermore the allowable envelope for insertion and divertor handling kinematics was taken

to be the plasma profile in order to provide adequate clearance to the first wall. This clearly

represents the worst case envelope for insertion and divertor handling kinematics and is a

severe test of the adequacy of the IVVS design which tends to be more sensitive to such

limitations than the IVHU.

2.2 EQUATORIAL ACCESS PORT

The dimensions of the equatorial access port are shown in Figure 2-2 and reflect the RDD

[5] including the recommended 50mm. clearance on each side. Four equatorial access ports

at interval of 90 ' longitude are available for the In-Vessel maintenance activities.

2.3 DIVERTOR PLATE SIZE

A divertor plate configuration based on Appendix A to the RDD [51 was assumed, and is

shown in Figure 2-3.

2.4 LOAD CASES

The weight of the divertor plate is defined as 1 tonne maximum in the RDD [5] and is the

heaviest payload expected to be transported by the IVVT.
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Figure 2-1 Key Dimensions of the NET Machine
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The weight of the divertor handling unit (DHU) is also a major contributor to the total lead
on the IVVT during a divertor replacement operation.

The value assumed for the purpose of this study is 2700 kg based on a study by KfK.
During the IWS study a lower weight for the DHU appeared feasible but the 2700 kg was
retained as a worst-case load.

Hence the total maximum load assumed for the IWT was 3700kg.

In addition the offset of the weight vector from the centreline of the IVVT creates a torsional
moment in boom. For the purpose of defining a moment load for the study it was assumed
that the centre of mass of the divertor plate could be displaced up to 1 .Om from the boom
centreline and that of the DHU by up to 0.5m. this produced a torsional moment of:

M - 1000 x 9.81 x 1.0 + 2700 x 9.81 x 0.5 Nm
= 23000Nm (or 2.3 tonne - metre)

2.5 SPEED OF DISPLACEMENT

The RDD [5] in the design guidelines requires that "Speed of displacement shall be
sufficiently high so that it can be considered as negligible (less than 10%) when evaluating
the overall intervention time during a major maintenance campaign, not counting the time
required for the reactor shut-down and start-up nor for vacuum vessel conditioning".

Based on this criterion an optimistic estimate was made of the time required for the divertor
replacement operation [3] and a worst-case, i.e. high requirement for vehicle speed derived
as 10% of this. The derived requirement was a displacement of 90s longitude in 5 minutes
or 18 deg. longitude per minute. This is to be achieved under full load (3700kg + Vehicle
mass) and is a fairly high rate for such a large load. Hence, although this speed is identified
as a capability the actual rates used in operation may be lower for reasons of system
dynamics and safety.
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2.6 STIFFNESS

The ROD [5J stites that for the IVVT. "the primary aim is to provide a rigid support base for

the Work Unit". No explicit structural requirements are specified but the assessment of

CFFTP/Spar is as follows:

a) Structural deflections of up to 100 mm which are static or quasistatic, ie. tending to

remain approximately constant during a work unit operation should not represent a

problem for the work unit, since it can compensate by a position offset.

b) Dynamic deflections, ie. those which are occurring within the time of a work unit

operation are potentially disruptive and need to be carefully assessed in terms of

amplitude and frequency. A large work unit such as the DHU will not have the

bandwidth to correct for dynamic displacements so these should be kept low {2-

5mm).

c) Natural Frequency: Even small displacements occurring near the bandwidth of the

DHU can disturb its control system so the natural frequency of the IVVT should be

well above the main control loop frequencies of the DHU. Assuming the latter are

in the range 0.1 to 1.0.Hz the structural natural frequency of the IVVT should be at

least 3.0 Hz. Having a relatively high natural frequency also reduces the settling time

for the system in the cases when significant oscillations are induced.

The above only represent a rough assessment of the issue but were used as guidelines for

the IVVS design. Eventually the positional accuracy and dynamic interactions of the

complete IVTS must be analyzed based on specific work unit and IVVT characteristics.

2.7 STORAGE VOLUME AND WEIGHT

The storage volume requirement is TBD in [5], while the weight is not specified. Given the

finite size of the MS Bay and the various systems to be stored and manoeuvred there it

appears that the stored volume of the IVVT could be a significant issue.

Similarly, moving of the IVVT within the MS Bay and its installation on the support rail for

insertion are facilitated by a low weight.

Hence CFFTP/Spar assumed the need for a relatively compact, lightweight design of IVVT

to the extent compatible with the other requirements.
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2.8 ENVIRONMENTS

The following environments are specified in the RDD [5J:

a) During IVTS Operation

Temperature : + 20 to + 150°C;

Atmosphere : Helium or Air (humidity TBD);

Pressure : approx. 1 atmosphere;

Radiation : 3 x 1 0 ' rad/hr gamma, average energy 1 Mev;

negligible alpha and beta;

Contaminated

Dust : Particle size 0.1 to 0.2 micro-metre diameter quantity TBD;

Magnetic Field : negligible

b) During IVTS Maintenance and Storage

Temperature : 0 to +40°C;

Atmosphere : Helium or air (humidity TBD);

Pressure : 1 atmosphere;

Radiation : negligible

Contaminated

Dust : negligible;

Magnetic Field : negligible

2.9 SAFETY RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY

The RDD [5] requirements are summarised and discussed below:

a) Safety: failure modes of IVVS components and their effects on the system shall be

determined by a Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA), the procedure

and format for which are defined in Annex 2 to the RDD 15]. The following criticality

definitions are specified:

Criticalitv System Level Effect

I Damage or contamination of NET machine

II Failure to recover the IVVS
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III Failure to complete the task

IV Slow or partial completion of a task

V Task completed but the IVVS needs maintenance.

The above process corresponds to procedures already imposed at Spar for safety-

critical applications.

b) Reliability of the IVVS is addressed by assignment of values for MTBF but Spar

believes that the values set in the ROD [5] are too low to be consistent with reliable

operation of the IVVS. Therefore CFFTP/Spar have assumed more demanding

reliability requirements:

MTBF>. 10,000 hrs for all electrical components

Redundancy of all electrical components

The latter provision particularly affects the initial design since the extra space and

weight of duplicate motors, sensors, wiring, etc., must be allowed for in the design,

ie it tends to make the design of the IVVS more difficult and is a conservative factor

in the evaluation of the IVVS design.

c) Maintainability: due to the currently unknown extent of IVVS contamination after an

in-vessel maintenance campaign, the RDD [5] identifies a need for the IVVS to be

designed to be compatible with full remote maintenance.
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3. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

3.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Overview:

The IVVS concept is illustrated in Figure 3-1 and comprises the following subsystems:

Main Support and Carriage

Deployable Boom (X-Beam)
Vehicle
Divertor Handling Unit (or other work unit)
Supplementary Support and Transfer Carriage
Umbilical Cable for the vehicle and work unit.
Control Station

Each of these subsystems is described in subsequent sections of this report.

Two independent IVVS can operate in separate "hemispheres" of the vacuum vessel as
shown in Figure 3-1.

Operation:

The IVVS is inserted through the equatorial access ports of the torus, the two systems
entering from diametrically opposed ports, referred to as the 0° and 180" locations. After
insertion the booms deploy in a curved trajectory to the opposite side of the torus when they
are locked to the support base of the other system (ref. Figure 3-1). Supplementary
supports at the mid-span of the booms are inserted via the equatorial entry ports at 90° and
270" longitude. The kinematics of insertion are shown in Figure 3-2 based on the
"AUTOCAD" geometric analysis presented in Section B of the Technical Annex [7]. It is
noteworthy that the geometric constraints used for the analysis were the most conservative:

Allowable envelope only 0.7m wide in the access port based on 50mm clearance
each side to the 0.8m width of the tunnel.
Allowable envelope in the torus based on the plasma profile of "Technology Phase"
machine to provide a large clearance to the first wall.
All active components of the IVVS inserted as a complete assembly to eliminate the
risk associated with in-vessel remote connection of the system.
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Hence the fully-assembled boom, vehicle and work unit had to be passed through the narrow

access port envelope and articulated within the very restrictive torus envelope. Since the

"AUTOCAD" analysis verified the feasibility of insertion within these constraints it is clear

that the I W S can be readily inserted under the less restrictive conditions currently defined

for the NET machine.

Following insertion the system operation sequence is as follows:

a) Deployment of the boom using the vehicle as its actuator and with supplementary

support at its mid-span.

b) Locking of the boom tip to the main support structure of the second IVVS.

c) Driving of the vehicle along the boom to its required position.

d) Deployment and positioning of the DHU to the required divertor plate.

e) Gripping of the divertor plate and its manoeuvring into a convenient position for

transportation.

f) Transportation of the divertor plate (by driving the vehicle) to a position by the 90°

(or 270') equatorial access port.

g) Insertion of a transfer carriage (with holding fixture for the divertor plate) along the

supplementary support into the torus.

h) Operation of the DHU to place the divertor plate on the transfer carriage and to

release it.

i) Withdrawal of the transfer carriage with divertor plate through the 90* access port

to the Containment and Transfer Unit (CTU).

j) Removal of additional divertor plates is accomplished by repeating steps (c) to (i)

above.

Replacement of divertor plates can be accomplished by a procedure which is essentially a
reversal of steps (c) to (i) above.

Removal of the I W S from the torus is achieved by:

a) Driving the vehicle to its stored position at the root of the boom.

b) Returning the DHU to its stored position

c) Retraction of the boom using cables to fold its sections

d) Withdrawal of the stored DHU, vehicle and boom through the access port using the

reversed sequence (k) to (a) shown in Figure 3-2.

e) Withdrawal of the supplementary support through the 90* access port.
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Mechanical Configuration

The horizontal and vertical position of the boom within the torus cross-section was an

important consideration. The obvious location at the centroid of the section was not used.

Instead the position shown in Figure 3-3 was adopted for the following reasons:

Positioning the boom/vehicle/DHU in horizontal alignment with the centre of mass of

the divertor plate minimised the moments to be reacted by these components. The

most sensitive item to offset loads was the DHU because of the sizing of its joints

so a boom location placing the DHU over the DP centre of mass was selected.

When handling the upper divertor plate the DP, DHU, vehicle ana boom form an

inverted pendulum which is potentially unstable. Reducing the vertical distance

between the upper DP and the boom enhances structural stability and particularly

natural frequency.

A vertical offset of the boom from the access port centre and the greater horizontal

separation provides more freedom in passing large in-vessel components, e.g. divertor

plates through the 90° and 270° access ports.

A convenient configuration for the supplementary support was obtained which

facilitated rather than impeded the transfer of the large components through the

access port.

A potential disadvantage of this location is the reduced accessibility of the first wall on the

inside diameter of the torus. However, when the very small section size, particularly depth,

of the boom is considered together with the actual mounting location and configuration of

a servo manipulator there does not appear to be a problem.

This configuration was reflected in the insertion kinematics described above.

Electrical Configuration

The high gamma radiation level prevents the use of active electronic devices inside the torus.

Hence the control and drive electronics must be externally situated and all power and signals

to operate the IWS must be directly wired to the actuators and sensors via a long

connecting cable. The in-vessel section of this cable is referred to as the umbilical cable.

The system electrical schematic is shown in Figure 3-4.
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3.2 X-BEAM

The function of the X-Beam is to provide a strong and rigid boom on which payloads can

be transported and manipulated.

3.2.1 Description

When fully deployed the X-Beam is very similar to a conventional truss structure in both

configuration and characteristics. Truss structures are widely used for cranes, gantries,

scaffolding, bridges, etc., because of the following attractive features:

High strength and stiffness for low weight

Ease of structural analysis of members (tension/compression only)

Robust construction and immunity to local damage because of the relatively large

thickness of members, e.g. compared to the corresponding box structure wall

thickness.

Ease of construction

Readily maintainable because of ease of inspection and removal of individual

members.

In the X-beam concept the joints of the truss structure are hinged so that it can fold into a

compact package for storage and transportation (and in the case of NET to enable insertion

into the torus) as illustrated in Figure 3-5.

For NET the X-Beam is curved with a centreline radius of 4.687m to conform to the location

defined in 3.1 above. The X-Beam design is shown in Figure 3-6 in both the deployed and

retracted configurations. The curvature is achieved by making the inner longerons shorter

than the outer ones. The theoretical stow ratio (ratio of deployed/stored volume - in this

case simply the ratio of the deployed/stored lengths since the cross section is constant) is

approximately 6.0. The stow ratio shown in Figure 3-6 is approximately 5.4 which should

be readily achievable with a practical design. Hence the stowed length of the X-Beam at

its outside radius is:

Jt = IT x 4.887 = 2.843m

5.4

For the purpose of evaluating the insertion kinematics (see 3.2.1 above) this length has been

conservatively taken as 3.0m.
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3.2.2 Structural Design and Analysis

The X-Beam structural elements are constructed entirely from "18-8" stainless steel.

The overall structural characteristics of the deployed X-Beam were investigated by finite
element analysis (FEA) while sizing and local stress analysis of components was performed
by hand calculation as reported in the Technical Annex [7].

The FEA was performed using the PC-based COSMOS/M computer program, incorporating
three-dimensional elastic beam elements with six degrees of freedom per node. The
elements were capable of axial load only and were modelled as pin-jointed members of
straight, continuous cross-sections between the theoretical mode joints of the structure. The
ends of the X-Beamwere constrained in all six DOF (fully fixed). The supplementary support
at 90° was modelled by two vertical spring elements of 0.875 KN/mm attached to the two
lower nodes. The load case used in the FEA is illustrated in Figure 3-7 showing the
longitudinal position and lateral offset of the loads. The load point of 135° longitude was
found to provide the worst-case combination of axial forces in the members and overall
deflection of the X-Beam. The X-Beam was analyzed with and without a cross-batten (see
Figure 3-6). The results are shown in Table 3-1. Based on this analysis a cross-batten was
incorporated in the design because it particularly reduced the torsional deflections at no
increase to the X-Beam size and only a 4% increase in weight. Torsional deflections of the
X-Beam are important when the effect at the tip of the fully-extended DHU are considered
eg.

L © = 5.5m x 0.08 rad = 0.44m without cross-battens, which
is rather large.

The cross-batten also improved the buckling force margins. The worst-case margin of 0.2
for the batten (element no. 440R) is still considered rather low (partially due to the
conservatism of the modelling the members as constant-section elements between
theoretical mode points) and should be reviewed in the next stage of design. The initial
factor in sizing the members was their buckling load so they are not efficient in material use
for tensile loads.

The natural frequency of the X-beam was established using the FEA for a number of cases.
When deformation of the X-beam due to the load case shown in Figure 3-7 is considered,
quite high first mode frequencies of approximately 10Hz can be obtained. However, when
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TABLE 3-1

X-BEAM STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS RESULTS

I

en

WITHOUT CROSS BATTEN AT FIXED BATTEN PLANE
Member

Longeron

Diagonal

Batten

O.D.

,25 mm

25 mm

18 mm

Length

400 mm

565 mm

400 mm

Per

-241 kN

-120 kN

-65 kN

Pworst

-190 kN

+80 kN

-58 kN

Axial Stress

-387 MPa

+163 MPa

-228 MPa

Element

78 (C)

318 (T)

472 (C)

MAXIMUM DEFLECTION = 40 mm MAXIMUM ROTATION = 0.08 RAD

WITH CROSS BA
Member I

Longeron

Diagonal

Batten

Cross Batten

TTEN AT FIX
O.D.

25 mm

25 mm

18 mm

18 mm

ED BAi ifcN PLANE
Length

400 mm

565 mm

400 mm

565 mm

Per

-241 kN

-120 kN

•65 kN

-32 kN

Pworst

+124 kN

+ 76kN

-54 kN

-22 kN
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the full-extended DHU is modelled, the increased inertia about the centreline of the X-beam

makes the torsional pendulum effect dominant with resulting frequencies of only about

1.5Hz. Some mode shapes and frequencies for the X-beam are illustrated in Figures 3-8,

3-9 and 3-10. The inverted pendulum effect when handling the upper DP is of interest

because it is potentially unstable and has the lowest natural frequency. The relatively high

location of the X-beam in vacuum vessel ameliorates this effect.

The weight of the X-beam is estimated to be 1034 Kg. The lightness and compactness of

the X-beam together with its sound structural properties described above are an attractive

feature of the design.

3.2.3 Deployment and Retraction

The smallest functional unit or section of the X-beam structurally and kinematically is the

"double-bay". This comprises the assembly shown in Figure 3-5: a set of folding battens

between two sets of fixed battens with the associated longerons and diagonals. These

double-bays can be deployed and retracted simultaneously or sequentially depending on the

load conditions, design of the X-beam, and the actuators available. The X-beam sections

have no structural rigidity in the partially-deployed configuration so sequential deployment

from the tip to the root was adopted which permits each deploying section to be well

supported and guided at the root, where the X-beam is stored on a support pallet.

To deploy the X-beam from its fully-stored position, it is only necessary to exert an axial

separating force between two adjacent sets of fixed battens. This force can be provided by

actuators on the X-beam or more simply by the vehicle acting as described in 3.3 below.

This latter option has been selected for the NET applications and is illustrated in Section A

of the Technical Annex [71.

At the fully-deployed position the folding batten must become rigid for the X-beam to act

like a conventional truss structure any tendency for the folding batten to fold under

compressive load would severely reduce the load capacity and stiffness of the X-beam.

Therefore the hinge of the folding batten has a toggle action which brings the batten

kinematically but not geometrically over-centre, (if the batten was geometrically overcentre

it would have low compressive strength).

To initiate retraction the folding battens must be displaced from their overcentre fully-

deployed position. Then each section can be folded by an axial compressing force between

two adjacent sets of fixed battens. As for deployment these actions can be achieved by
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actuators in the X-bearn or by the vehicle. Until recently it was planned to use the vehicle

as the prime actuator with a back-up cable retraction system. However, on working through

the design of each the back-up retraction cable scheme appeared attractively simple

compared to the vehicle approach, and was therefore adopted for both prime and back-up

retraction.

The main features of this scheme are:

a) Single pulling action of a pair of diagonally-opposed cables initiates batten folding and

retraction of a section.

b) Continued pulling of the same pair of cables repeats the process for the next section,

etc.

c) The back-up system is simply a duplicate set of cables at the other corners of the

section.

d) Prime and back-up cables can readily be operated together to provide extra retraction

force if necessary.

The cables also retain the X-beam in the stowed position for transportation, storage,

insertion and withdrawal of the IWS.

The hinges which permit articulation of the X-beam members are fork joints with plain

phosphor-bronze bushings. This produces a robust and compact hinge. Since the loads on

the X-beam are low during deployment (only its own weight and moment thereof which are

mainly reacted through the vehicle and support pallet) frictional resistance to deployment and

retraction is low. The phosphor-bronze bushing in an iso-expansive steel structure renders

the X-beam insensitive to the thermal and radiative environment of NET.

3.2.4 Proof-of-Principle (POP) Model

A PoP Model of the X-beam was constructed for the purposes of:

a) General demonstration of X-beam concept

b) Verification of deployment/retraction kinematics of a curved X-beam which Spar has

not previously designed.

c) Assistance in determination of detailed vehicle geometry and interfaces.
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The PoP X-Beam is shown in Figure 3-11 and comprises two double-bays representing the

dimensions of the operational configuration shown in Figure 3-6, except there are no cross-

battens.

The PoP model was made from aluminium alloy for lightness (portability) and ease of

machining. The structural members were placed on an assembly fixture, glued into the end

connection with fast setting epoxy and later drilled and pinned. The folding batten hinges

are a simplified design. Hence the PoP model is not structurally representative.

Nevertheless, when deployed it exhibits an impressive bending stiffness.

3.2.5 Manufacture of Operational X-beam

Some consideration was given to the methods and cost of manufacturing an X-Beam for the

operational I W S . Since there are a large number of identical components and sectional

assemblies, manufacturing methods which minimise both machining and assembly time per

section are desirable.

Fully-machined or welded construction of the following subassemblies can be used:

Longeron-diagonal with end connections.

Fixed batten set with corner-bodies and cross-batten.

Folding batten halves (LH or RH) with end connections.

The fully-machined construction has the advantage of parent material throughout, without

significant residual stress. A cost comparison surprisingly revealed that the two methods

are nearly equal in price. Hence the fully-machined approach would probably be chosen.

3.3 VEHICLE

The functions of the vehicle are:

a) To depJov the X-beam

b) To transport loads along the boom

c) To provide an effective structural interface between the load and the boom.
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Figure 3-11 X-Beam Proof of Principle Model
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3.3.1 Description

The vehicle design is illustrated in Figure 3-12 and consists of two major assemblies which
can slide relative to each other: the main body and the drawbars. The drawbar is driven
relative to the main body via a motorised rack-and-pinion. Both the main body and the
drawbar contain latch mechanisms which can lock to the nodes of the X-beam. The vehicle
propels itself by cycling the rack-and-pinion drive while alternately locking its main body or
drawbar to the X-beam. Similarly the vehicle deploys the X-beam by extending the drawbar
while both main body and drawbar are locked to adjacent sections of the folded X-beam.
In principle the vehicle can be used to fold the X-beam in a similar manner, but the
complexity associated with folding the hinged battens and retention of the folded sections
during retraction of the remainder, made retraction by a cable and pulley system preferable.

During transport a low-friction structural interface to the X-beam is provided by rollers at the
corners of the X-beam sections which engage in tracks on the vehicle. The roller-track
configuration is designed to react efficiently the torsional moments due to the offset weight
of the DHU and DP as shown in the sectional view in Figure 3-13. When desirable, e.g.
during operation of the DHU (or other Work Units) the stiffness of the vehicle-boom interface
can be increased and backlash eliminated by locking the vehicle main body to the X-beam
with the latches. A detail of the latch showing the toggle locking action is given in Figure
3-14.

3.3.2 Performance

The vehicle is required to transport the specified load of 3700 Kg at a rate corresponding
to 90° longitudinal displacement in 5 minutes as discussed in section 2 above.

The vehicle loads are summarised in Table 3-2, the drive system characteristics are given
in Table 3-3 and the corresponding performance of the vehicle is illustrated in Figure 3-15,
based on performance and drive system sizing calculations contained in Section C of the
Technical Annex [7]. The predicted time of 5.35 minutes for 90* longitude displacement is
a close approximation to the requirement and can readily be adjusted to exactly 5 minutes
if necessary.
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Table 3-2 Vehicle Loads Summary
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• Maximum Weight is vehicle

DHU

Divertor

• Maximum Resistance to Motion is:

- Roller Friction

- Umbilical Drag

! - Gradient of Boom

Steady-state Total

- Acceleration (Peak)

300kg

2,700kg

1,000kg

4,000kg

160N

532N

1.500N

2.192N

545N

Transient Total 2,737N



00

Table 3-3 Vehicle Drive System Data

• Rack and pinion drive of drawbar

Q Pinion dia. = 100mm
• Gear ratio = 438:1
• Efficiency = 80%

• Motor type:

• Brushless DC, 3-phase delta
• Brushless. multi-speed resolver for commutation and rate control
3 Tandem-redundant windings in single housing (motor module)
Q Two motor modules

• Motor-drive parameters

Q K T = 0.08Nm/A

Q KB = 0.08 V/rad/sec

• R = 5.91 Ohm/phase at 150°C (3.94 Ohm at 25°C)
QVs = 55V ±5%

• l[_ = 4.0A/phase
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The velocity profile of the vehicle illustrated in Figure 3-15 includes a sinusoidal acceleration

profile to improve system dynamics. A high initial acceleration would act as an impulse to

the system and possibly excite undesirable oscillations. With the sinusoidal profile shown,

structural resonances will be avoided and the tip force of the DHU due to a divertor mass

of 1000 Kg will be only 73N.

The vehicle is powered by a pair of brushless DC delta-wound motor modules. Each motor

module contains prime and redundant brushless motors and resolvers. The resolvers provide

angular position signals which can be used for rate control and for commutating the motor.

The motor module is illustrated in Figure 3-16 and is based on a design developed for a

space project at Spar. The thermal assessment provided in Section C of the Technical

Annex [7] indicates the motor will have a peak operating temperature of 194°C, which is

considered acceptable for the limited operating time of the motor and given the ambient

temperature in the torus of 150°C. (The recommended winding temperature limit for Class

H insulation is 200°C). Brushiess DC motors were adapted for all in-vessel drives because

of the difficulties of operating conventional DC permanent magnet motors in a dry inert

atmosphere.

3.3.3 Vehicle Structural Design and Analysis

The vehicle main body comprises a welded assembly of stainless steel square tubes. The

drawbar is similar construction. Machined tracks, also of stainless steel are fitted to the

main body to interface with the rollers on the X-Beam. These features are shown in Figure

3-13 above.

The strength and stiffness of the vehicle were evaluated by hand calculations down to the

major component level. The calculations included the effect of the actual load paths

between the vehicle and X-beam. After some iterations of the design and analysis

satisfactory strength and stiffness were obtained. Details of the vehicle structural analysis

are reported in Section D of the Technical Annex [7J.

A summary of structural margins of safety is given in Table 3-4 showing generally

satisfactory margins considering the preliminary nature of the analysis. The load case for

the vehicle was 4 tdnes vertical force and 2.4 tonne-metre torsional moment as used for

the X-beam.

The estimated weight of the vehicle is 310Kg.
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TABLE 3-4

MARGINS OF SAFETY SUMMARY - VEHICLE

Itea Margin of Safety*
Ultimate Yield

Vehicle

Track
Track
Bolts
Socket
Gripper
Box Beam

X-Beaa Interface

Rollers
Roller Support
Roller Shaft
Batten

* NOTE;

Margin of Safety (Yield)

0
>2
0
>2

0
0
0.

= Allowable

.3

.0

.1

.0

.7

.09

.04

Stress

0.79
1.4

0.04

(Yield)
Calculated Stress

Margin of Safety (Ultimate) = Allowable Stress (Ultimate) - 1
1.5 x Calculated Stress
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3.4 UMBILICAL

The function of the umbilical is to transfer the power and signals by which the vehicle and
work units are operated. The number and types of conductors and the cable sizing are
summarised in Table 3-5, indicating a total of nearly 400 conductors in the umbilical'.
Electrical functions are divided into two identical prime and redundant cables for ease of
handling and reliability. The resulting cables each have a diameter of approximately 50mm
and a mass of 7.5Kg/m, or 106Kg for a cable length extending 180s around the X-beam.

The umbilical design is shown in Figure 3-17. Its main features are:

a) The umbilical is routed along the boom.
b) Conventional round cable configuration but specially layed for flexibility.
c) The cable is well supported and controlled by brackets at each fixed batten set.
d) The friction of the cable on each bracket is minimised by the use of rollers at the

bottom and side of the bracket where the main reaction loads occur.
e) Connection to the vehicle by a transition section which provides guidance and

mechanical protection for the cable as it enters each bracket.

Candidate insulation materials for the cable are "Kapton" (polyimide film) and PEEK
(Polyether etherketone) which exhibit good radiation resistance up to 1E9 rad (ref. section
5 of [2]). Kapton-insulated cables are more rigid than for instance the teflon-insulated cables
usually adopted for flexible cable harnesses in low radiation environments, but the limited
flexibility obtained with Kapton is sufficient for this umbilical concept, which does not require
tight bend radii. In some ways the stiffness of the cable is an advantage: it will not sag
appreciably between support brackets which reduces both the risk of entanglement and the
drag force.

The cable is maintained under positive tension under all conditions by a preloaded J-loop in
the main support structure at the 0' access port. As the cable travels along the X-beam its
tension increases as it passes each roller bracket. When the vehicle is near the far end of
the boom (180* of travel) and still driving forward the tension in the cable at the vehicle is
estimated to be 266N based on the analysis provided in Section C of the Technical Annex
[7]. For the r'irPose of sizing the vehicle drive and umbilical management components this
value has been doubled to 532N.
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Table 3-5 Umbilical Requirements and Sizing

CO
I

Function

Vehicle

2 DOF Positioner

Vision System

Servo-manipulators
(2x6 DOF)

End Effectors (2)

TOTAL

Number of

Awg
#20

22

20

0

36

12

90

Conductors

Awg
#24

16

24

40

144

48

272

6mm
Coax

0

0

2

0

0

2

Shield/
Ground

6

4

12

6

28

Remarks

1 Includes 100%
> Electrical
1 Redundancy

Assumes 2
Systems

Total of 392
Conductors

With an overall packing factor of 0.38 the total cross-sectional area of the umbilical is
3335 mm 2
If carried as a single bundle D = 64mm.
If divided into 2 bundles D = 46mm.
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3.5 DIVERTOR HANDLING UNIT (DHU)

The function of the divertor handling unit is to acquire and to manipulate the divertor plate

(DP) inside the torus so that, in conjunction with the IVVT, used DPs can be removed from

the vacuum vessel and replacements installed.

In consultation with NET it was decided to undertake a concept study of the DHU in parallel

with concept definition of the IWT. Although the DHU is a separate and specialised area

of study, this work as considered necessary because most studies of the DHU to date have

addressed designs for use with Articulated Boom Transporter (ABT). The IVVT imposes

different conditions on the DHU, eg more constraints or manipulation due to the fixed

position of the boom and its supports. Therefore this study addressed a DHU specifically

designed for use with the IVVT concept.

3.5.1 DHU Design

The general approach adopted for divertor handling was:

a) Assuming the DP to be unlocked and slightly displaced into the chamber (to facilitate

gripping) by ex-vessel operations.

b) Keeping the DP close to the vehicle in the horizontal plane to minimise torsional

moments.

c) Keeping the DHU weight low to minimise parasitic loads.

d) Using a separate conveyor to withdraw the DP through the access port.

The removal sequence devised for the upper divertor based on this approach is illustrated

in Figure 3-18.

The DHU design is shown in Figure 3-19. It comprises the following main assemblies:

Shoulder Pitch Joint: provides _± 110° of rotation about vehicle pitch axis.

Shoulder Roll Joint: provides ±_ 5° of rotation about axis parallel to vehicle

roll axis.

Extension Mast: Provides 5.5 meters linear extension in direction

perpendicular to Shoulder Pitch and Roll Axis.
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Wrist Yaw Joint: Provides +. 110° of rotation about mast extension axis.

Wrist Pitch Joint: Provides ±_ 70" of rotation about axis perpendicular to
Wrist Yaw Axis.

Wrist Roll Joint: Provides ±. 100' of rotation about other axis perpendicular
to Wrist Yaw.

Gripper Mechanism: Grips and holds divertor plate.

This configuration was the result of refinement and analysis described below. Some
alternative configurations were briefly investigated, including the option of 3 parallel pitch
joints instead of the extension mast to provide the vertical and longitudinal positioning of the
gripper. However, the configuration shown in Figure 3-19 was found to be the most
effective.

3.5.2 Divertor Handling Kinematics and Loads

The kinematics of divertor handling are shown in Figures 3-20 and 3-21 based on the
"AUTOCAD" geometric analysis presented in Section B of the Technical Annex [71. Using
this analysis the detailed kinematics of the DHU were refined and verified such that the DP
was handled with adequate clearances to the X-beam and its supports, the vehicle, the DHU
itself and the NET machine components.

The shoulder roll actuator does not figure in the sequences shown in Figures 3-20 and 3-21
because it is only used to provide lateral adjustment of gripper position with respect to the
DP to compensate for misalignments due to structural deformation of the IVVT and the
tolerances in the IWS and divertor location and geometry.

Based on this handling scheme the loads acting on the DHU joints can be defined. Loads
are classified as "operating" (joint active) or "non-operating" and "drive axis" or "cross-
axis" depending on whether they are reacted by the drive or the bearings of the joints.
These loads are summarised in Table 3-6, based on the analysis contained in Section B of
the Technical Annex [7] and includes the effects of the DHU's own weight. The calculation
of the total drive loads is given in the joint performance and sizing calculations provided in
Section C of the Technical Annex [7J.
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Figure 3-21 Handling the Upper Divertor Plate



Table 3-6 DHU Load Summary

Joint Static Equilibrium Loads

Drive Axis Cross-Axis (Bearings)
Total Drive Loads

(incl. dynamics,
friction, etc)

I

Upper Pitch

Telescopic Mast

Wrist Yaw

Wrist Pitch

Wrist Roll

16,936Nm

17.168N

0 (Op.)
3,740Nm
(Non-Op.)

5,990Nm

3,740Nm

9,328Nm

15.500N

3,840Nm
position

8,100Nm
14.500N

3,840Nm
8,100Nm

12.000N

2,400Nm
5,040Nm

12.000N

I (Operating)

in extended
(Operating)
) Retracted
j (Non-op)

(Operating)

(Non-op)

(Operating)

(Non-op)

3,840Nm (Operating)
8,800Nm ] /KI ,

| (Non-op)

17,037Nm

21, 044N

300Nm (Op.)

4,040Nm (Non-Op.)

6,390Nm

4,040Nm
]

11.000N J



3.5.3 Joint Sizing and Performance

The loads given in Table 3-6 above, although kept as low as possible, are inevitably large

enough to have considerable impact on the DHU design. It was therefore important to

ascertain realistic sizing of the DHU joints and other major components to demonstrate the

validity of the kinematics and load analysis presented above. Sufficient design work was

therefore undertaken on the joints to verify their sizing and performance. The concepts

presented below should not be regarded as definitive - their purpose was to demonstrate

that at least one viable solution exists within the space and weight constraints derived from

the kinematics analysis, ie that the divertor handling scheme and DHU concept are feasible.

For instance all the rotary joints use epicyclic reduction gearing based on the SRMS (Shuttle

Remote Manipulator System) gears because these perform well with dry lubrication are stiff

and backlash-free and are well understood in terms of sizing and life. On the other hand

they are expensive to produce and more economical solutions may be available.

The design and performance of each joint of the DHU are briefly described below. Further

details are given in Section C of the Technical Annex [71.

a) Wrist Joints: each of the wrist joints is based on a common joint module design.

The Wrist Yaw and Roll Joints are identical in design and the Pitch Joint comprises

a pair of modules due to the higher drive torques. The module is illustrated in Figure

3-22. The main feature of interest is the large compound planetary set at the output

stage which has been sized for the output loads. A kinematics diagram of the

complete gear train is given in Figure 3-23 and is based on the gear train of the

SRMS Shoulder Pitch Joint. The overall velocity ratio is 2500:1 Drive system data

are summarised in Table 3-7 and the performance of the joint module is illustrated in

Figure 3-24. The joint is driven by a motor module comprising a brushless DC motor

and resolver. Brushless DC motors were adopted because of the difficulties of

operating conventional DC motors in a dry inert atmosphere and at high temperature.

The resolvers provide angular position signals which can be used for rate/position

control of the joint and for commutating the motor. The approach to thermal design

of the motor considering the 150° C ambient temperature, is generally as described

for the vehicle in 3.2.2 above, involving relatively low power dissipations in the

windings to limit the total temperature to approximately 200°C. A pair of motor

modules are provided for redundancy. A brake is used to hold the joint in position

when the motor is de-energised. The brakes are mechanically and electrically

redundant.
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Table 3-7 Wrist Joint Drive System Data

• Mechanical Data

• Gear Reduction = 2500:1
Q Gear Efficiency = 80%

• Motor Drive Data

Q Brushless DC 2-phase motor ("Sperry 600-2A")
• 1 motor operating (+1 for redundancy)
• KT = 1.67 Nm/A
3 KB = 1.60 V/rad/sec.
Q R = 46.5 Ohm/phase (at 150° C)
QVs = 110V±5%
• IL = 1.5 A/phase

• Note: 2 of the above drives in pitch axis.
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Figure 3-24 Wrist Joint Module Performance



b) Telescopic Mast: The mast comprises a set of circular-section telescopic tubes the
motion of which is coordinated by a cable and pulley system. Details of the mast are
illustrated in Figure 3-25. Each tube is kinematically connected to its predecessor by
a cable and pulley; the first moving tube in the set is driven via a planetary roller-
screw from the fixed tube. A two-stage gearset with a pair of brushless DC motor
modules completes the drive mechanism. The tubes are separated by rolling element
bearings to reduce friction and wear under the high cross-axis loads. These rollers
bear on reinforced tracks on the tubes which react the concentrated roller forces
while allowing a fighter tube section to be used for distributed structural loads.

The velocity ratio of the end tube to the first is 7; hence axial loads at the tip are
amplified by a factor of 7 when reacted at the roller-servo. Due to this factor, care
was required in sizing some of the components at the high load end of the mast,
particularly the cables and pulleys. The mast load calculations are summarized in
Table 3-8. The drive system data are summarised in Table 3-9 and the resulting
performance is illustrated in Figure 3-26.

c) Shoulder Roll Joint: This joint is not used for manoeuvring the divertor plate but
simply to compensate for lateral misalignments between the IVVT and the divertor
location. Its range of motion can therefore be quite limited. The sources of error
(difference between lateral position of gripper and required position for divertor
interface) can be categorised as:

Structural deflections
Temperature and radiation effects on dimensions
Manufacturing and assembly tolerances.

The above categories represent the sum of errors from the torus structure, divertor
plate, IWT and DHU. A rough estimate of the total lateral error is given in Table 3-
10. Based on this a range of lateral travel at the gripper of _±.200mm w a s selected
for the shoulder roll joint. The tip rotation resulting from this motion (approx. 2") is
corrected by the wrist roll joint.

The shoulder roll joint comprises a trunnion bearing with a linear actuation by means
of a motor, gearbox _;nd ballscrew. The motor is the same brushless DC motor
module used in the vehicle drive. The drive system data and performance are
summarised in Table 3-11.
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TABLE 3-8

TELESCOPIC MAST LOAD SUMMARY

Section
No.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fixed

Deadweight
Friction

Deadweight
Friction

Deadweight
Friction

Deadweight
Friction

Deadweight
Friction

Deadweight :
Friction :

Deadweight :
Friction :
Cable Drag :
Acceleration:

Load Calculation

: 820N } 878N
: 58N }

: 79ON } 848N
: 58N }

: 690N } 748N
: 58N }

. 580N } 638N
58N }

480N J 538N
58N

380N } 438N
58N }

16.540N }
58N } 16.964N
266N }
100N }

Velocity
Ratio

-

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

Load at
Roller Screw

-

878N

1,696N

2,244N

2,522N

2.690N

2.628N

118,748N

TOTAL 131,406N
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Table 3-9 Telescopic Mast Drive System Data

• Mechanical Data

• Gear Reduction = 25.35:1
Q Rollerscrew Lead = 1 0 mm.
• Velocity Ratio, Mast/Rollerscrew = 7:1
Q Overall Mechanical Efficiency = 73%

• Motor-Drive Data

• Brushless DC, 3-phase delta Motor ("Mag Tech 6000D-210B-008")
• 2 motors operating simultaneously (+2 for redundancy)
Q K T = 0.727 Nm/A
• KB = 0.724 V/rad/sec.
• R = 1 . 9 2 Ohm/phase (at 150° C)
• Vs = 75V

• I I = 10.5A/phase
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TABLE 3-10

LATERAL POSITION ERROR ESTIHATE FOR IWS TO DIVERTOR

Structural Deflections

X-beam Rotation from Table 3-1 above = 0°02 radian.

Lateral displacement at tip of DHU due to X-beam rotation (maximum) given
by:

y

Vehicle

-.1
= 7.

and

e
045

DHU

x 0.02 =

effects

0.

0.

14m

045m

Total structural effects 0.185m

Tolerances and Thermal Effects

Divertor gripping point lateral error +0.025m

IWT lateral position error +0.025m

DHU lateral position error +0.007m

Total tolerance & environmental effects +O.O57m

NOTE: Since each of the above tolerances is the sum of a number of
independent terms an RSS total could be justified:

>/ 0.0252 + 0.0252 + 0.0072 = 0.036m

Total Lateral Position Error

6T = + 0.185 + 0.057 =» +0.150m
2

or if the RSS value of tolerance is used:

£ T = + 0.185 + 0.036 = ±0.130m
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TABLE 3-11

SHOULDER ROLL DRIVE SYSTEM DATA

Mechanical Data

Gear Reduction : 100:1
Ballscrew Lead (Pitch) : 5mm
Ballscrew Moment Arm : 250mm
Overall Mechanical Efficiency : 78*

Hotor - Drive Data

Brushless DC, 3-phase delta motor } Same motor module
Tandem redundant windings in single housing } as for Vehicle Drive
1 winding set operating (+1 for redundancy) ) (See Figure 3-16)

KT = 0.08 Nm/A

KB = 0.08 V/rad/sec

R =5.91 Ohm/phase at 150°C (3.94 Ohm at 25°C)

Vs = 55V ±5%

IL = 4.0A/phase

Performance

Operating time and motor temperature rise are negligible due to very small
travel.
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d) Shoulder Pitch Joint: This joint is essentially an enlarged version of the Wrist Joint

module capable of handling the larger loads. The output stage is a large compound

planetary set similar to that of the Wrist Joints with the same tooth counts and ratio

of 4.939:1 but enlarged to a diametral pitch of 12 (2.1 mm module). The preceding

3 stages are adjusted in tooth counts such that the overall ratio is increased to

3757:1. A large turntable bearing is used to support the output flange instead of the

thin-section angular contact and radial bearings used in the Wrist Joint. The drive

system data are summarised in Table 3-12. The same brushless DC motor as for the

telescopic mast drive is used but in this case only a single motor ( + 1 for redundancy)

is required. The Shoulder Pitch drive performance is shown in Figure 3-27. This

graph illustrates the second-quadrant operation of the joint in which the drive torque

exerted by the joint is in the opposite direction to its motion. This second-quadrant

or "braking" operation occurs for each joint at some time during the divertor

removal/replacement cycle. It does not affect the joint or motor design but the motor

drive amplifiers have to be capable of handling the regenerative currents.

Based upon the above designs a summary of the DHU performance is given in Table 3-13.

3.5.4 DHU Structural Design and Analysis

All primary structural and joint components of the DHU are machined from stainless steel.

The strength and stiffness of the DHU were determined by hand calculation down to the

major component level. The following design factors were used:

Design limit load = Max. load x 1.25 factor where 1.25 is a dynamic factor

allowing for an emergency stop, etc.

Ultimate load = Design limit load x 1.5 where 1.5 is the ultimate factor.

Hence the overall design factor on maximum estimated load is 1.25 x 1.5 = 1.875 (The

RDD[5] does not specify structural design factors).

Details of the DHU structural analysis are provided in Section D of the Technical Annex [7],

A summary of the margins of safety is given in Table 3-14, showing that the structural

design is generally sound for this preliminary stage of design.

The estimated weight of the DHU is 1662Kg and a summary of the weight estimate is

given in Table 3-15.
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Table 3-12 DHU Shoulder Pitch Drive System Data

• Mechanical Data

• Gear Reduction = 3,757:1
• Gear Efficiency = 75%

• Motor Drive Data

• Brushless DC, 3-phase delta motor ("Mag Tech 6000D-210B-008")
• 1 motor operating (+ 1 for redundancy)
• KT = 0.727 Nm/A.
Q KB = 0.724 V/rad/sec
Q R = 1 . 9 2 Ohm/phase (at 150° C)
Q V S = 75V
• I I = 10.5A/phase
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Table 3-13 DHU Performance Summary

I
en
03

Joint

Upper Pitch

Telescopic Mast

Wrist Yaw

Wrist Pitch

Wrist Roll

Max. Drive Load Capability

21,500 Nm

26,305 N

5,000 Nm

10,000 Nm

5,000 Nm

Max. Rate Capability
(at max. estimated load)

1.25 deg/sec at 17,037 Nm

0.04 m/s at 21,044 N

1.5 deg/sec
(at 300 Nm)

1.16 deg/sec
(at 6390 Nm)

1.0 deg/sec
(at 4040Nm)



TABLE 3-14

MARGINS OF SAFETY SUMMARY - DHU

I tea

Wrist

Roll Joint
End Plate
Gusset
Flange
Web
Pitch Joint
Web
Gusset
Baseplate
Yaw Joint
Top Plate

TelescoDe

Lower Tube
Cam Rollers
Reinforced End
Cables
Actuator

Shoulder

* NOTE:

Margin of Safety*
Ultinate Yield

>2.0

>0 by Inspection
>0 by Inspection
>2.0
>2.0

>0 by Inspection
>2.0
0.2
0.03

O.U

0
0.20

>0 by Inspection

0.06

0.2
0.65

Margin of Safety (Ultimate) * Allowable Stress (Ultimate) - 1
1.5 x Calculated Stress

Margin of Safety (Yield) = Allowable Stress (Yield) - 1
Calculated Stress
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Table 3-15 DHU Weight Estimate

to
I

Major Assembly

Shoulder Pitch Joint

Shoulder Roll Actuator

Telescopic Mast

Wrist Yaw Joint

Wrist Pitch Joint (2 units)

Wrist Roll Joint

Wrist Yoke Structure

Gripper Mechanism

Overall Assembly

Contingency at 10%

Total

Method Of Estimation

Scale factor applied to actual weight of
SRMS Shoulder Pitch Joint

Actual weights of main components
plus allowance for miscellaneous items

Basic estimate at component level
based on concept drawing

Scale factor applied to actual weight of
SRMS Shoulder Pitch Joint

As above

As above

Basic estimate from concept drawing

Rough estimate (not part of this study)

Estimated
Weight (Kg)

275

10

570

75

150

75

256

100

1,511

151

1,662 kg.



3.6 SUPPLEMENTARY SUPPORT AND TRANSFER CARRIAGE

The supplementary support is used to support the X-beam at its mid-span and the carriage
performs the withdrawal and insertion of divertor plates and other in-vessel components of
the NET machine.

The design is shown in Figures 3-28 and 3-29. The support structure is inserted by rolling
on rails fixed to the floor of the 90* equatorial access port in the same way as the main
support structure is inserted at the 0* port. The primary structure is a pair of I-beams with
adjacent flanges welded together as shown in Figure 3-29. The cross-sectional size of the
resulting beam readily fits in the access port and provides the necessary strength and
stiffness. The structural design is determined by the stiffness requirement of 1.75KN/mm
so it has a large margin of safety at 1.3.

The transfer carriage runs on rails fixed to the supplementary support and includes a divertor
holding fixture (or a different fixture for other component) on to which the DHU can place
the divertor. The divertor has to be rotated to approximately 70° inclination in the pitch axis
to permit withdrawal through the access port as shown in the kinematics analysis above and
in Figure 3-29. Initially the carriage included a tilt mechanism on the holding fixture to
complete this rotation. However the DHU Wrist was sufficiently dextrous to achieve the 70°
pitch rotation so the carriage was simplified. Tilting the holding fixture remains an option
which could be utilised if, for instance, it is desired to simplify the DHU.

3.7 MAIN SUPPORT STRUCTURE

The functions of the main support structure is to insert the IWT into the torus via the
equatorial access port and to provide a rigid support during IWS operations. When a pair
of IVVS are used simultaneously in the torus the main support structure of each system also
supports the tip of the boom of the other.

The main support structure comprises the following major assemblies:
Main carriage
Rotating joints
Support pallet for X-beam
Umbilical cable interface and take-up
Capture and locking mechanism for tip of second X-beam.
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The main carriage is a large steel box structure with rollers travelling in rails fixed to the

floor of the access port. Various methods of propulsion could be employed but a rack-and-

pinion drive seems to be convenient.

The rotating joints permit manoeuvring of the stowed X-beam, vehicle and DHU to facilitate

insertion. There is a "Roll" and a "Pitch/Yaw" joint as shown in the insertion kinematics

sequence in Figure 3-2 above. These joints experience loads of approximately 5O,O0ONm

in both their drive and bearing areas and are scaled-up versions of the DHU Shoulder Pitch

Joint described above.

The support pallet for the X-beam comprises a tubular steel structure to which are fixed

guide rails for the X-beam and vehicle. The cross-section of X-beam, vehicle and support

pallet is shown in Figure 3-13 above. The X-beam sections have no structural rigidity until

fully deployed so the pallet supports the stowed and partially deployed sections. However

loads at the root of the partially deployed X-beam are reacted via the vehicle to the pallet

using the roller and track configuration shown in Figure 3-13 above.

The umbilical cable supply to the vehicle is controlled via a "J-loop" arrangement as

described in 3.4 above. This preserves a large bend radius for the cable and avoids a

complex rotary interface which would be required if the cable was rolled up on a drum. At

the fixed end of the J-loop there is a connection box which interfaces with the cabling to

the control station.

The capture and locking mechanism aligns and rigidises the tip of the second X-beam when

it is fully deployed. For the alignment there is a lead-in profile which aligns the X-beam tip

to the support structure as the X-beam deployment is completed so that when the X-beam

is fully deployed its tip is within the capture envelope of the latches. The latches then close

to provide final alignment and locking of the X-beam tip. T^ese latches are enlarged

versions of the vehicle latches shown in Figure 3-14 above. In the event that a large preload

or capture envelope is required several other latch designs are available at Spar which have

been developed for spacecraft docking applications.
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3.8 CONTROL STATION

It is likely that the control station for IVVS will be integrated into an overall remote handling

control station and its design was not considered in detail. The command and telemetry

structure, and the design of the controls and displays are all closely related to user

preferences and need not be addressed specifically at this stage. Examples of commands

appropriate to the IVVS are given in Table 3-16.

The exclusion of active electronic devices from inside the torus and access ports and the

considerable distance between the control station and the In-Vessel subsystem require

attention to be given to the actuator power and analogue signal interface based on the

following considerations:

a) Use of a high voltage power supply for the actuator drives so that relatively low

currents are drawn, allowing a smaller umbilical cable size.

b) Significant effects of cable impedance on the actuator drives and the analogue

signals.

c) Sensitivity of the analogue signals to noise and cross-talk requiring an appropriate

shielding and grounding scheme to be implemented.

All the above issues are common to other In-Vessel remote handling systems e.g. ABT and

MSSM and do not represent a major technical problem but are mentioned here for

completeness.

3.9 FAILURE MODES AND RECOVERY

The IVVS has been designed in general accordance with the Safety, Reliability and

Maintainability requirements defined in 2.9 above. The design approach was based on a

preliminary FMECA prepared in December 1988 [2] during the previous study phase and

includes the following main reliability provisions:

Full electrical redundancy

Back-up mode available for some mechanical failures
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TABLE 3-16

SAMPLE COMMAND LIST FOR VEHICLE

Operating Modes

X-beam Deployment Auto-sequence
X-beam Deployment Manual Mode
Vehicle Travel Auto-sequence
Vehicle Travel Manual Mode
Position Increment Mode

Selectable Drive Parameters

Channel Select: A/B (Prime/Redundant)
Direction (Forward/Reverse)
Rate
Acceleration Profile
Current limit
Displacement limit

Direct Commands

Execute (to start an auto sequence)
Direct Drive (via control dial)
Stop
Latches Open/Close
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Towards the end of this concept definition phase an updated and more detailed version of

this FMECA was prepared in accordance with the format specified in Annex 2 to the RDD

[5]. This analysis is contained in Section E of the Technical Annex 17]. Failure modes at

the major component level (motor, gearbox, latch mechanism, etc.) are considered in terms

of their effects on the system behaviour. The results are summarised in Table 3-17. For

convenience the criticality definitions are reiterated below, as specified in the RDD [5]:

Criticalitv System Level Effect

I - Damage or contamination of NET machine

II - Failure to recover the I W S

III - Failure to complete the task
IV - Slow or partial completion of a task

V - Task completed but the IVVS needs maintenance.

A review of Table 3-17 indicates that there are no Criticality I failure modes but 9 Criticality

II failure modes. The remaining failure modes (Criticality III, IV or V) are less important in

effect on the NET machine operation since the I W S can be recovered and refurbished

without requiring further dismantling of the machine. The beneficial effects of electrical

redundancy are apparent with all electrical failures only Criticality V (if a speed reduction of

up to 30% was considered serious, some short-circuit failures in or across the motor

windings would be reclassified to Criticality IV) yet this redundancy has cost relatively little

impact on the design of the in-vessel part of the system: duplication oi the motors, sensors

and umbilical cables has a negligible effect on size, weight, operational characteristics or

cost of the IVVS.

The key reliability issue for the IVVS, then is the treatment of the Criticality II failure modes.

It should be noted that these are all mechanical failures (seizure/jamming) and the question

arises of whether they are sufficiently probable (or "credible") to justify design modifications.

This basic question of approach is often defined by the user (in this case NET). While no

explicit direction has been given, CFFTP/Spar understand that mechanical failures are

generally considered "non-credible" based on discussions at workshops and design reviews

and based on the design practices implemented for other in-vessel remote handling systems,
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TABLE 3-17

CRITICAL ITEM LIST

FMEA.NO. CRIT'Y NAME QTY. DWG.REF.

1001
1002

1003
1004

1005

1007

1008
1010

1009

1011

1012
1013
1016

1014

1015

1017

1018

1019

1020

1021

V

II

II

V

V

II

IV

V

II

V

V

II

II

V

II

MOTOR
(RACK & PINION)
315861L1

MOTOR
(RACK & PINION)
315861L1

GEAR BOX (RACK &
PINION)
315861L1

DRAW BAR TRACTION
CLAWS (4)
315861L4

DRAW BAR TRACTION
CLAWS (4)
315861L4

DRAW BAR TRACTION
CLAWS (4)
315861L4

ROLLER & RAIL
315861L1

VEHICLE LOCKING CLAWS
(8)
315861L4

VEHICLE LOCKING CLAWS
(8)
315861L4

VEHICLE LOCKING CLAWS
(8)
315861L4

UMBILICAL CABLE

UMBILICAL CABLE

UPPER PITCH JOINT

UPPER PITCH JOINT

LINEAR EXTENSION

CAUSE DESCRIPTION

SHORTED/ OPEN WINDING

SEIZED MOTOR SHAFT

SEIZED GEAR TRAIN

SHORTED/OPEN WINDING

SEIZED BALL SCREW

SEIZED BALL' SCREW

SEIZED BEARING

SHORTED/OPEN WINDING

SEIZED BALL SCREW

SEIZED BALL SCREW

PINCHED

PINCHED

MECHANICAL FAILURE

MECHANICAL FAILURE

MECHANICAL FAILURE
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TABLE 3-17

CRITICAL ITEM LIST (Continued)

FMEA.NO. CRIT'Y NAME QTY. DWG.REF. CAUSE DESCRIPTION

1022

1023

1024

1025

V

II

II

III

YAW JOINT

YAW JOINT

LOWER PITCH JOINT

ROLL JOINT

MECHANICAL FAILURE

MECHANICAL FAILURE

MECHANICAL FAILURE

MECHANICAL FAILURE
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e.g. ABT and MSSM. Therefore the baseline concept presented in this report does not
include significant mechanical redundancy. On the other hand where back-up systems can
be readily implemented with little impact on the system design they have been included e.g.
the back-up retraction cable for the X-beam and the emergency recovery cable for the
vehicle. Other back-up devices and modes of operation could be used to overcome many
of the mechanical failure modes but have not been included in the design so far. The overall
reliability degradation due to these additional devices should be considered when deciding
whether to incorporate mechanical redundancy.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1 IVVS CAPABILITIES VS. REQUIREMENTS

The IVVS capabilities are summarised and compared with the requirements defined in the
RDD [51 in Table 4-1. This shows that the IWS is fully compliant to the requirements as
specified by NET.

It should be noted that at this stage the requirements for speed of displacement and
structural rigidity are specified in general terms only and are thus subject to interpretation.
Spar has derived what are believed to be conservative numerical design goals or guidelines
in these areas as described in 2.5 and 2.6 above. As the design progressed it was
evaluated against these specific design goals. When the worst-case analyses were
performed towards the end of the design process it was found that there were some
discrepancies vs. these design goals.

The discrepancy in vehicle performance (15 deg/min vs. 18 deg/min design goal) is
considered insignificant because the design goal was based on an extremely conservative
interpretation of the maintenance schedule and because the difference is relatively small and
easily eliminated if necessary, by the selection of slightly larger motors.

The structural requirements, on the other hand, represent an interesting design issue: what
is a rigid support base for the work unit? If too conservative an interpretation is adopted
the structural design of the IVVS becomes unmanageable, jeopardising other aspects of the
design such as IWS insertion and the divertor handling kinematics. As discussed in 2.6
above the important aspect of rigidity to the work unit is mainly the dynamic displacements
occurring during work unit operations, ie. the resonant frequencies and mode shapes are the
criteria for rigidity. The derived requirements are thus dependent on an assessment of the
characteristics of the work unit control system, which is expected to have a bandwidth of
less than 1 Hz. This implies a lowest resonant frequency requirement of at least 3 Hz if
structural modes are hot to interact with the OHU control loop. Since the minimum resonant
frequency for the IWS with DHU and DP at the maximum vertical extension is only
approximately 1.5Hz this is regarded as a potential problem area. However, since other in-
vessel transporter concepts (the ABT and the CEA concept for IVVT) have even lower
frequencies, it seems that the interpretation adopted herein is rather conservative. The best
approach would be to perform some further study on the work unit control system with the
purpose of identifying an acceptable combination of control loop parameters and structural
dynamics.
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SPECIFICATION
REFERENCE REQUIREMENT

TABLE 4-1

SUMMARY OF IVVS CAPA -iLITIES VERSUS REQUIREMENTS

CAPABILITY
REPORT

REFERENCE

A.2 Dimensional Constraints
- Torus interior dimensions

Compliant with generous clearance for both
divertor handling and IVVS insertion

3.1.3.5

Equatorial access port dimensions:
0.8m wide x 3.0m high

Compliant with 50mm clearance all round for both
IVVS and Divertor Plate insertion and withdrawal

(Derived)

- Divertor Rate Dimensions

Load Cases for Boom-Vehicle
3.7 tonne vertical force
2.3 tonne-metre moment about boon centreline

Compliant

Complaint with margins 3.2.2

r»

B.2.2

B.2.2

Speed of displacement (of payload) < 1 0 % of
total intervention time for major maintenance
eompaign

Structural Rigidity:
for the work unit

to provide a rigid support base

Complaint (15 deg/minute longitudinal
displacement rate of vehicle)

Generally compliant - IVVS is very rigid compared
with other design solutions:
- Maximum vertical deflection: 30mm
- Maximum angular rotation: 2.0 deg.
- Natural frequency

DHU & DP near equator: lOHz
DHL) & DP at full vertical extension: 1.5Hz

3.3.2

A.5 Storage Volume: TBD 3.0m x 0.75m x 0.75m

Complaint without active cooling

3.1. 3.2.1

A.4 Environments
- Ambient Temperature: 20 to 150°C
- Radiation: 3E6 rad/hr gamma
- Contaminated Particles: 0.1 micro-metre size

quantity TBD

Complaint - electronics outside torus. 3.3, 3.5
Provisions for remote maintenance of IVVS but 3.4
not considered in detail. 3.2.1, 3.3.3

A.6 Reliability and Safety Generally compliant through use of electrical
redundancy and some back up modes.

Some mechanical failures can prevent
withdrawal of IVVS from torus.
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4.2 EFFECTS OF REQUIREMENTS CHANGES

A revised version of the RDD [61 was received for comment during this concept definition

phase. It was not required to change the IVVS design accordingly but the affects on the

IVVS design have been identified below. Most of these effects are beneficial. The

sensitivity of the IVVS design to other possible requirement changes is also discussed.

The main changes in the revised specifications concern the increased size of the NET

machine: its major diameter, internal cross-section, and equatorial access port dimensions

have all increased. Because of the increased span of the X-beam it would have to be

strengthened and stiffened by approximately 20% which could be achieved by a combination

of increased element diameters and overall cross-section of the truss. This would increase

the size of the stowed configuration correspondingly (approx. 10% increase in stowed length

and 10% increase in cross-section of stowed X-beam). However, since the equatorial

access port is now much wider and the interior of the torus more spacious, insertion of the

complete IVVS can still be accomplished. If desired a larger cross-section of X-beam can

be adopted to increase the pendulum mode natural frequency to 3 Hz, the possible need for

which was discussed in 4.1 above.

Another important factor is the sensitivity of the IVVS design to changes in payload weight

and size or, more specifically, to potential increases in the divertor plate size and weight.

With the former NET machine and access port dimensions used for this phase of the study,

the concept is quite sensitive to increases in load because the X-beam does not have much

margin on load capacity (assuming that the DHU weight would increase in proportion to that

of the DP) while its cross-section cannot increase very much because of the access port

width of 0.8m. With the new machine dimensions this constraint is eliminated and larger

X-beams can be readily accommodated. Conversely if the divertor plate weight was reduced

the probable approach would be to retain the existing X-beam size and to optimise the DHU

weight and stiffness to increase the pendulum mode natural frequency as much as possible.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this report has demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of the

CFFTP/Spar IVVS concept which is fully compliant to the NET/ITER requirements

specifications, N2/P/3240/1 /A. The design has been worked out and analysed in

considerable detail to give confidence in the results, including computerised structural and

kinematics analyses and a full-scale demonstration section of the deployable boom.

Principal advantages of the IVVS are its high load capacity and rigidity. The simple, safe and

operator-friendly control system for the vehicle is also an attractive feature.

Secondary advantages are its low weight and small stowed volume. Another secondary

advantage is the low power dissipation in the actuators which is fully compatible with

passive thermal control despite the ambient temperature of 15O°C.

Computerised structural analysis identified relatively low-frequency modes when handling a

divertor plate at maximum vertical extension. This may have important implications for the

control system of the divertor handling unit. The results are thought to be generally

applicable to other in-vessel transporter designs such as the articulated boom and the CEA

boom-vehicle concept.
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GLOSSARY

ABT Articulated Boom Transporter
CTU Contained Transfer Unit
DHU Divertor Handling Unit

DP Divertor Plate

FMECA Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

ITER International Thermonuclear Experiemental Reactor

IVHU In-Vessel Handling Unit

IVTS In-Vessel Teleoperation System

IVVS In-Vessel Vehicle System

IVVT In-Vessel Vehicle Transporter

MS BAY Maintenance and Storage Bay

NKT Next European Torus

POP Proof of Principle

TBD To Be Determined


